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Abstract
Field and laboratory studies indicate that changes in riverbed morphology often lag changes in water
discharge. This lagged response produces hysteresis in the relationship between water discharge and bed form
geometry. To understand these phenomena, we performed flume experiments to observe the response of a
sand bed to step increases and decreases in water discharge. For an abrupt rise in discharge, we observed that
bed forms grew rapidly by collision and merger of bed forms migrating with different celerities. Growth rate
slowed as bed forms approached equilibrium with the higher discharge regime. After an abrupt discharge
drop, bed form decay occurred through formation of smaller secondary bed forms, in equilibrium with the
lower discharge, which cannibalized the original, relict features. We present a simple model framework to
quantitatively predict time scales of bed form adjustment to flow changes, based on equilibrium bed form
heights, lengths, and celerities at low and high flows. For rising discharge, the model assumes that all bed form
collisions result in irreversible merger, due to a dispersion of initial celerities. For falling discharge, we derive a
diffusion model for the decay of relict high-stage features. Our models predict the form and time scale of
experimental bed form adjustments. Additional experiments applying slow and fast triangular flood waves
show that bed form hysteresis occurs only when the time scale of flow change is faster than the modeled (and
measured) bed form adjustment time. We show that our predicted adjustment time scales can also be used to
predict the occurrence of bed form hysteresis in natural floods.
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[1] Field and laboratory studies indicate that changes in riverbed morphology often lag
changes in water discharge. This lagged response produces hysteresis in the relationship
between water discharge and bed form geometry. To understand these phenomena, we
performed ﬂume experiments to observe the response of a sand bed to step increases and
decreases in water discharge. For an abrupt rise in discharge, we observed that bed forms
grew rapidly by collision and merger of bed forms migrating with different celerities.
Growth rate slowed as bed forms approached equilibrium with the higher discharge regime.
After an abrupt discharge drop, bed form decay occurred through formation of smaller
secondary bed forms, in equilibrium with the lower discharge, which cannibalized the
original, relict features. We present a simple model framework to quantitatively predict
time scales of bed form adjustment to ﬂow changes, based on equilibrium bed form heights,
lengths, and celerities at low and high ﬂows. For rising discharge, the model assumes that
all bed form collisions result in irreversible merger, due to a dispersion of initial celerities.
For falling discharge, we derive a diffusion model for the decay of relict high-stage
features. Our models predict the form and time scale of experimental bed form adjustments.
Additional experiments applying slow and fast triangular ﬂood waves show that bed form
hysteresis occurs only when the time scale of ﬂow change is faster than the modeled (and
measured) bed form adjustment time. We show that our predicted adjustment time scales
can also be used to predict the occurrence of bed form hysteresis in natural ﬂoods.
Citation: Martin, R. L., and D. J. Jerolmack (2013), Origin of hysteresis in bed form response to unsteady flows, Water Resour. Res.,
49, 1314–1333, doi:10.1002/wrcr.20093.
1. Introduction
[2] Ripples and dunes commonly form in sand-bedded
rivers under subcritical water ﬂows [e.g., Gilbert, 1914;
Kennedy, 1969; Southard, 1991]. Tracking the sizes and
celerities of these ‘‘bed forms’’ is useful for computation of
sediment ﬂux [e.g., Simons et al., 1965; Bokuniewicz et al.,
1977; Nittrouer et al., 2008], stratigraphic reconstruction
of past ﬂows [e.g., Jones 1977; Leclair 2002; Jerolmack
and Mohrig, 2005a; Leclair and Blom, 2005], determina-
tion of ﬂow resistance [e.g., Simons and Richardson, 1961;
Wijbenga and Van Nes, 1986; Paarlberg et al., 2010], and
prediction of solute transport rates [e.g., Stonedahl et al.,
2010; Harvey et al., 2012]. Laboratory experiments and
theory predict equilibrium relationships between bed form
geometries and hydraulic conditions in steady ﬂows [e.g.,
Simons and Richardson, 1961; Yalin, 1964; Stein, 1965;
Kennedy, 1969; Allen, 1970; Fredsoe, 1982; van Rijn,
1984; Yalin, 1992; Baas, 1994; Karim, 1995; Best, 1996;
Karim,1999]. Application of these equilibrium relation-
ships to rivers assumes ‘‘quasi-steadiness,’’ meaning that
bed form adjustments keep pace with ﬂow changes. Litera-
ture indicates that such equilibrium relationships often
poorly predict bed form dimensions in natural settings
[e.g., Neill, 1968; Allen, 1976a; Julien and Klaassen,
1995; Kostaschuk and Villard, 1996; Wewetzer and Duck,
1999]. Part of the reason for disagreement between labora-
tory and ﬁeld may be that bed forms do not adjust instanta-
neously to ﬂow [e.g., Allen, 1973; Gee, 1975; Wijbenga
and Klaassen, 1983; Baas, 1994; Wilbers and Ten Brinke,
2003], often leading to formation of hierarchies of bed
forms of many sizes adjusted to a range of different ﬂow
conditions [Allen, 1968; Neill, 1968; Coleman, 1969;
Jones, 1977; Allen, 1976a; Bokuniewicz et al., 1977;
Rubin and McCulloch, 1980; Kostaschuk and Villard,
1996; Bartholoma et al., 2004; Traykovski, 2007]. In cases
where discharge changes faster than bed forms can adjust,
the quasi-steady assumption is violated, suggesting the
need to consider transient as well as equilibrium dynamics
in bed form models. This is particularly evident in observed
cases of bed form hysteresis [Allen, 1974, 1976a; Ten
Brinke et al., 1999; Julien et al., 2002; Wilbers and Ten
Brinke, 2003; Frings and Kleinhans, 2008; Paarlberg
et al., 2010], where bed forms are larger on the ﬂood falling
limb than on the rising limb for equal discharges.
[3] Studies of transient bed form dynamics have largely
focused on bed form growth from a ﬂat bed under steady
ﬂow. Laboratory experiments indicate that ripples initiate
at a wavelength proportional to grain diameter then grow
through merger [Coleman and Melville, 1994, 1996] and
predictable changes in planform morphology [Baas et al.,
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1993; Baas, 1994; Baas and De Koning, 1995; Baas,
1999]. While sedimentologists typically classify ripples
and dunes as hydrodynamically distinctive small and large
bed features [e.g., McLean, 1990; Southard,1991], obser-
vations of ripples steadily coarsening toward dune sizes
without abrupt morphological changes suggest that ‘‘rip-
ples’’ and ‘‘dunes’’ might simply refer to different stages of
bed form growth on the path to equilibrium [Raudkivi,
2006; Fourriere et al., 2010; Charru et al., 2013]. Numeri-
cal studies of bed form initiation and growth support the
notion of a continuous process of bed form merger toward
equilibrium [Nikora and Hicks, 1997; Nino et al., 2002;
Jerolmack and Mohrig, 2005b; Paarlberg et al., 2009,
2010]. Given the uncertainty of the ripple/dune distinction,
and, to our knowledge, no physical demonstration of a dis-
tinct phase transition between ripples and dunes, we choose
simply to adopt the term ‘‘bed form’’ from here onward.
[4] Only a few experiments have considered the
response of existing bed forms (rather than a ﬂat bed) to
changes in ﬂow. Gee [1975] performed experiments track-
ing bed form response to step increases and decreases in
discharge and found that the time scale of bed form adjust-
ment is determined by the rate of sediment transport rela-
tive to the necessary volume of sediment to be displaced.
Several researchers [Bagnold, 1941; Allen, 1974; Allen
and Friend, 1976; Lancaster, 1988; Rubin and Ikeda,
1990] have adopted the notion of a bed form ‘‘reconstitu-
tion time,’’ Tr, to describe how bed forms respond to
changes in ﬂow based on their sizes. Here, we adopt a spe-
ciﬁc deﬁnition for Tr :
Tr ¼ V
qs
; (1)
where V is the minimum volumetric sediment displacement
for the bed form adjustment (the ‘‘reconstitution volume’’)
and qs is sediment ﬂux. According to this deﬁnition, Gee
[1975] found that, relative to Tr, bed form growth took sig-
niﬁcantly longer than decay. He ascribed this difference to
the greater ‘‘efﬁciency’’ of the decay process but did not
explain the origin of this efﬁciency. Similar step-change
experiments performed by Wijbenga and Klaassen [1983]
conﬁrmed this ﬁnding. Wijbenga and Van Nes [1986]
tracked bed form changes through sinusoidal and natural
ﬂood waves reproduced in a laboratory ﬂume. They
observed hysteresis in bed form lengths, heights, and ﬂow
resistance relative to changes in discharge, and shorter
ﬂoods showed more pronounced lags and hysteresis,
though bed form heights tended to adjust more quickly than
lengths. Step change experiments by Nelson et al., [2011]
and ﬁeld observations by Wilbers and Ten Brinke [2003]
also noted the faster adjustment of bed form heights versus
lengths.
[5] Theoretical, empirical, and numerical models of bed
form growth adjustment have been proposed. Allen [1976b,
1976c, 1976d] and Fredsoe [1979] made theoretical predic-
tions for bed form adjustment based on the rates at which
individual bed forms persist as coherent forms (related to Tr)
and the rates at which these coherent forms change their
dimensions over time. However, experimental [Wijbenga
and Klaassen 1983] and ﬁeld [Gabel 1993] observations dis-
agreed substantially with their theories. Baas [1994, 1999]
determined experimentally that bed forms grow toward
steady state over a time scale proportional to an empirically
ﬁt inverse power of ﬂow velocity, though his prediction is
based only on a ﬁt to data and lacks a physical mechanism
underlying the predicted time scale. Numerical models suc-
cessfully describing bed form growth to equilibrium have
been built based on statistical and rules-based descriptions of
crestline merger due to varying bed form celerities [Fuhr-
boter, 1983; Raudkivi and Witte, 1990; Nikora and Hicks,
1997; Betat et al., 1999; Flemming, 2000], annihilation and
reorientation of defects in planform bed conﬁgurations
[Werner and Kocurek, 1997, 1999; Huntley et al., 2008;
Kocurek et al., 2010], discrete element modeling [Nino et al.
2002], continuum treatment of bed form adjustment as a dif-
fusion process [Jerolmack and Mohrig, 2005b], and direct
numerical modeling of coupled ﬂow and transport equations
[Paarlberg et al., 2009; Shimizu et al., 2009; Paarlberg
et al., 2010; Nelson et al., 2011]. However, none of these
models offer a simple, physically based predictive frame-
work for determining bed form adjustment time.
[6] No quantitative predictions exist for the time scale of
bed form decay following a reduction in discharge. Field
observations by Wilbers and Ten Brinke [2003] indicate
that a drop in water discharge induces the formation of
small, secondary bed forms on the stoss sides of larger
forms generated up to the ﬂood peak. These secondary
forms gradually reduce dimensions of the bed form ﬁeld by
cannibalizing relict ﬂood peak bed topography. While the
time lag in destruction of relict large bed forms has been
invoked to model hierarchies of bed form dimensions in
unsteady ﬂow ﬁelds [Allen, 1968; Jones, 1977; Nikora
et al., 1997], no quantitative theory has been tested experi-
mentally to predict the time scale of bed form decay in
response to a reduction in discharge.
[7] In this article, we describe ﬂume experiments to
observe the form and time scale of sand bed form adjust-
ment to ﬂow increases and decreases of varying magnitude.
We begin by describing in detail the evolution of bed to-
pography following both step ﬂow changes and artiﬁcially
produced triangular ﬂood waves. We propose simple but
distinctive models for bed form growth and decay, which
predict adjustment rates in terms of bed form reconstitution
time. We then show how, in our experiments, bed form
hysteresis arises when discharges change more quickly
than predicted bed form adjustment time scales. Finally, we
show how our theory can be applied to predict the occur-
rence of bed form hysteresis in natural ﬂood waves, and we
discuss implications for river hydraulics, stratigraphy,
stream ecology, and ﬂow nonuniformity.
2. Experiments
[8] Experiments were conducted during the summer of
2011 on the ‘‘Tilting Bed Flume’’ at the Saint Anthony
Falls Laboratory (SAFL) at the University of Minnesota in
Minneapolis, MN (Figure 1a). The ﬂume is a rectangular
channel with length, width, and depth of 15.0, 0.92, and
0.65 m, respectively, and the bed of the ﬂume structure was
adjusted to zero slope. Water discharge was controlled
manually by a hydraulically actuated valve, and ﬂow rates
were determined by a linear calibration curve. Water,
which was fed directly from the adjacent Mississippi River,
entered the ﬂume through a large pipe submerged in an
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upstream head box and exited the ﬂume over a 26 cm high
tailgate, which maintained a minimum ﬂow depth within
the ﬂume to prevent the formation of lateral instabilities
and braiding. A sediment recirculation pump (described
below) drew its water directly from the head box of the
ﬂume; thus, it did not add to the overall ﬂume discharge.
Due to uncertainties in the calibration curve and head varia-
tions in the inlet water source, uncertainty in reported dis-
charge values is about 64%.
[9] The ﬂume contained a roughly constant volume of
sand, which was retained in the ﬂume by a recirculating
pump. Sand size distribution, measured using a Retsch
Camsizer, was roughly lognormal, with median diameter,
D50¼ 0.37 mm, and range D10¼ 0.25 mm to D90¼ 0.58
mm, representing the 10th and 90th percentiles of grain
size, respectively. Measured sand density was s¼ 2.60
g/mL, and measured surface bed sediment volume fraction
was ’¼ 0.58. Downstream of the test section, a 20 cm wall
maintained a minimum depth of sediment in the ﬂume, so
that bed forms would never scour down to the ﬂume bed.
(With the 26 cm tailgate, minimum water depth in the
ﬂume was thus 6 cm.) Downstream sand ﬂux spilling over
the wall settled into a submerged funnel located roughly 14
m downstream of the head box. After settling to the bottom,
a water jet carried the sediment back to the upstream end of
the ﬂume, releasing it evenly across the channel cross-sec-
tion. Immediately prior to shutting off the ﬂume for some
of the experiments, we directly measured sediment ﬂux by
stopping the recirculation funnel and collecting sediment
over a deﬁned period of time longer than the mean time of
bed form passage. Total sediment ﬂuxes measured by this
method at Q¼ 39.1, 63.3, 81.1, and 111.7 L/s, were
qs¼ 0.0044, 0.020, 0.20, and 0.77 cm2/s, respectively.
Total sediment ﬂuxes ranged across orders of magnitude,
rising approximately as the ﬁfth power of discharge.
[10] Flume inlet and outlet conditions introduced some
nonuniformity in ﬂow conditions, which we tried to mini-
mize in the experimental setup and analysis. Flow dissipat-
ing structures, including a mesh of cobbles and a matrix of
upright plastic pipes, helped to straighten and smooth the
water ﬂow from the head box. Nonetheless, a zone of sedi-
ment scour formed downstream of the ﬂow straightener,
extending to about 3 m from the head box. Usage of a tail-
gate to maintain a minimum ﬂow depth also introduced a
backwater effect that extended across the entire ﬂume
Figure 1. (a) View of ﬂume looking upstream, showing
bed forms formed at 39.1 L/s. Sonar and ultrasonic probe
connected to the measurement cart obtained longitudinal
proﬁles of water surface and bed elevation, z. (b) An exam-
ple of water surface and bed elevation proﬁles is shown for
t¼ 20,000 s in experiment S2. (c) Lengths of individual
bed forms (Li) were measured as distances between succes-
sive troughs. Heights (Hi) were measured as elevation
changes from troughs to nearest downstream crests. Trough
and crest locations were determined as minima and max-
ima, respectively, between zero-crossings, where ‘‘0’’ was
deﬁned as mean bed elevation. To eliminate spurious zero-
crossings prior to calculation of bed form dimensions, raw
proﬁles (blue) were processed to remove anomalous spikes
(black), and a moving-average spatial ﬁlter was applied to
remove high-frequency noise (red). (d) Power spectra of
bed elevation (here shown as the ensemble average of spec-
tra over all bed proﬁles for experiment S2) were used to
determine a white noise threshold of x¼ 5 cm (black line)
used for the moving average ﬁlter. (e) Power spectra of bed
form length (red) and height (blue) time series in experi-
ment S2 illustrate choice of a 600 s time-averaging window
(black line) for calculating bed form geometry statistics. In
this plot, thin lines are raw power spectra and thick lines
are moving averages. (f) Crest locations (blue) and crestline
ﬁt lines (red dashed) for a 10,000 s interval at the beginning
of experiment S2. Slopes of ﬁt lines were used to determine
bed form celerities.
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length. Given these inlet and outlet conditions, we limited
our bed form analyses to the zone from 5 to 13 m down-
stream of the ﬂume head box, across which we found ﬂow
depth and water surface slope to be roughly uniform.
[11] We carried out a series of experiments consisting of
step changes between a low (Q1) and a high (Q2) discharge.
As summarized in Table 1, ﬁve different experiments were
performed for different relative discharge changes. The
step changes were made by manually adjusting the intake
valve pressure at appointed times. In each of these experi-
ments, we ﬁrst allowed bed forms to develop to a steady
state at Q1. Then, we abruptly increased discharge to Q2,
allowing bed forms to grow and then achieve a new equi-
librium. After several hours of steady-state bed form migra-
tion at Q2, we reduced discharge back to Q1, allowed bed
forms to decay, and continued to observe steady state bed
form migration for several hours. Unlike the step adjust-
ment experiments of Gee [1975] and Wijbenga and Klaas-
sen [1983], which utilized feedback controls to maintain
constant energy slopes in their ﬂumes, the imposed tailgate
backwater condition in our experiment caused both water
surface slope and ﬂow depth to change in response to dis-
charge changes.
[12] In addition to the step discharge experiments, we
performed two additional experiments, in which we gradu-
ally increased discharge from Q1¼ 39.1 L/s to Q2¼ 111.7
L/s, then gradually decreased discharge back to Q1, approx-
imating triangular ﬂood waves. In the ‘‘slow’’ experiment,
the total duration of the wave (rise and fall) was 8 h, while
in the ‘‘fast’’ experiment, the duration was 2 h. Operation-
ally, the discharge change was achieved by incremental
manual adjustments of discharge at regular intervals (20
and 5 min for slow and fast ﬂood waves, respectively).
[13] We measured bed topography during experiments
by successive sonar scans using a JSR Ultrasonic DPR300
Pulser/Receiver. The sonar arm, which was minimally
submerged about 1 cm below the water surface (to reduce
ﬂow disturbances), swept up and down the length of the
observation section along longitudinal transect(s), record-
ing bed elevation at 1 cm intervals. The sonar recorded bed
topography with submillimeter resolution, though uncer-
tainty in picking out the sonar waveform peak suggests
vertical accuracy on the order of 1 mm. Water surface ele-
vation was simultaneously captured by a MassaSonic
M-5000/220 ultrasonic probe attached on the track with the
sonar, also with 1 cm horizontal resolution and vertical
resolution of 0.25 mm. The sonar and ultrasonic probe
together took about 10 s to traverse each transect. Based on
the short duration of the sonar pass relative to bed form cel-
erities, we assume that each sonar pass provided an instan-
taneous representation of bed state.
[14] Three step change experiments (the ‘‘S’’ single pass
experiments in Table 1) consisted of a single transect down
the ﬂume centerline, measuring a complete bed proﬁle at
approximately 18 s intervals. Bed topography in the triangu-
lar ﬂood wave experiments was also measured via single
pass sonar transects. For the two other step change experi-
ments (the ‘‘D’’ double pass experiments in Table 1), we cap-
tured two parallel transects, equidistant from the ﬂume
centerline and spaced apart by a transverse distance of 30
cm. The time interval for each pair of parallel transects was
about 38 s. The single pass versus double pass experiments
offered a trade-off in spatial versus temporal resolution. After
a few of the experiments, we carefully drained the ﬂume to
reveal a ﬁeld of bed forms (Figure 1a), then captured high-re-
solution maps of bed topography using a Keyence LKG502
laser scanner. These laser scans revealed no signiﬁcant differ-
ence between the centerline and parallel passes, thus we treat
the single and double pass results as equivalent.
3. Data Processing
[15] Measurement scans produced concurrent proﬁles of
water and bed-surface elevations (Figure 1b), which
Table 1. Summary of Initial (Q1a), Peak (Q2), and Final (Q1b) Equilibria for Step-Discharge Change Experiments
a
Run Q1a (L/s) h1a (cm) S1a (%) 

1a P1a H1a (cm) L1a (cm) H1a/L1a 1a k
L
1a c1a (cm/s) q
t
s;1a (cm
2/s)
Initial Low Flow (Q1a)
S1 39.1 12.9 0.110 0.15 1.8 3.2 65.9 0.060 0.54 2.8 0.032 0.030
S2 39.1 13.8 0.103 0.15 1.8 2.2 34.7 0.072 0.51 3.8 0.014 0.009
S3 39.1 15.3 0.083 0.13 1.9 2.3 35.6 0.075 0.51 3.6 0.010 0.007
D1 63.3 18.1 0.100 0.19 1.6 2.6 44.8 0.066 0.51 3.3 0.033 0.025
D2 63.3 18.0 0.111 0.20 1.5 2.7 45.3 0.068 0.52 3.6 0.034 0.027
High Flow (Q2)
S1 111.7 21.9 0.337 0.76 0.8 7.8 130.2 0.065 0.53 6.3 0.129 0.292
S2 81.4 19.7 0.176 0.36 1.2 6.2 90.7 0.072 0.54 8.5 0.069 0.124
S3 81.4 20.4 0.145 0.30 1.3 5.0 79.3 0.061 0.54 4.1 0.084 0.122
D1 81.4 20.4 0.133 0.28 1.3 4.3 70.9 0.062 0.53 4.5 0.043 0.054
D2 111.7 23.7 0.219 0.53 1.0 6.7 107.4 0.066 0.52 4.7 0.072 0.140
Final Low Flow (Q1b)
S1 39.1 14.5 0.103 0.15 1.8 2.5 49.5 0.062 0.48 2.3 0.021 0.015
S2 39.1 14.7 0.087 0.13 1.9 2.4 38.5 0.070 0.49 3.4 0.014 0.009
S3 39.1 15.6 0.070 0.11 2.1 2.4 39.3 0.069 0.51 4.2 0.010 0.007
D1 63.3 18.0 0.100 0.18 1.6 2.6 48.0 0.063 0.50 3.1 0.035 0.026
D2 63.3 18.5 0.101 0.19 1.6 3.0 51.4 0.068 0.52 3.0 0.030 0.026
aEquilibria were calculated from the last 7200 s (2 h) of each ﬂow condition for step-discharge experiments. Q is water discharge, h is ﬂow depth, S is
water surface slope,  is Shields stress, P is Rouse number, H is mean bed form height, L is mean bed form length, H/L is bed form steepness,  is bed
form shape parameter, kL is gamma parameter for bed form lengths, c is mean bed form celerity, and qts is translation sediment ﬂux. Subscripts refer to the
segment of the experiment (1a for initial low ﬂow, 2 for high ﬂow, and 1b for ﬁnal low ﬂow).
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required data ﬁltering (Figure 1c). First, spurious peaks in
bed-surface proﬁles, caused by localized sediment suspen-
sion events, were ‘‘despiked’’ by interpolating over posi-
tions where measured bed slope exceeded 60.5 (626.6).
A similar processing was carried out by Coleman and Mel-
ville [1994]. Second, a ‘‘zero-line’’ was established for bed
proﬁles by subtracting the mean elevation from each pro-
ﬁle. We considered detrending data by global sand bed
slope; however, due to the presence of the bed forms, it
would have been difﬁcult to determine a consistent
detrending slope, so we adopted the assumption of a ﬂat
sand bed. Given the presence of a backwater effect, the bed
slope was very small (as in downstream reaches of rivers
[e.g., Nittrouer et al., 2012]), and elevation change due to
reach-scale slope was negligible compared to the height of
individual bed forms. Third, a 5 cm triangular moving aver-
age ﬁlter was applied to bed proﬁles to eliminate high fre-
quency noise that might have disrupted the zero-crossing
method. The length of moving average window was chosen
based on ensemble-averaged power spectra of bed-eleva-
tion proﬁles (Figure 1d), which indicated a 5 cm cutoff for
the spectral white noise regime.
[16] We performed data processing techniques similar to
past work [Nordin, 1971; van der Mark and Blom, 2007;
van der Mark et al., 2008] to determine bed form dimen-
sions. First, locations of zero-crossings were identiﬁed for
the ﬁltered bed proﬁles. Crests were determined as maxima
and minima between successive zero-crossings (Figure 1c).
We deﬁned individual bed forms to span the distance
between two successive troughs. Individual bed form
lengths, Li, were calculated from intertrough distances,
while individual heights, Hi, were determined as elevation
changes from troughs to downstream crests. Individual bed
form steepnesses were determined as the ratio of Hi/Li, while
bed form shape factor, i, was determined as i ¼
Ai= HiLið Þ, where Ai is the total area of sediment above the
minimum bed form elevation. (Here and subsequently, the
‘‘i’’ subscript indicates that a variable is for an individual
bed form; otherwise, variables refer to mean quantities.)
[17] Bed form geometries displayed large variability ; so,
we estimated mean bed form dimensions based on temporal
and spatial averaging. We divided bed form geometry time
series into 600 s windows and calculated mean H, L, H/L,
and  based on means of all bed forms observed over these
time windows. Just as we did for the spatial moving aver-
age, we computed power spectra of H and L time series
(Figure 1e) to justify choice of this temporal cutoff. All
subsequently described bed form time series are based on
these 600 s window computations.
[18] We determined bed form celerities, c, by tracking
crestlines [e.g., Coleman and Melville, 1994]. First, we
generated space-time plots of crest positions (Figure 1f).
Then, across individual time steps, we considered crests
within 6Lmin¼ 8.3 cm to be the same continuous crestline
feature. Lmin was chosen as our minimum bed form length
based on experimental median grain size (here, D50¼ 0.37
mm) and an empirical relation for lengths of new bed forms
generated by ﬂat bed instabilities [Lmin ¼ 175D0:7550 ; equa-
tion (3), Coleman and Eling, 2000]. We assumed that suc-
cessive crest positions spanning a distance less than Lmin
could not be distinctive forms. We then ﬁt lines to individ-
ual crestlines (shown as red dashed lines in Figure 1f) and
determined crestline celerities based on the slopes of these
lines. Weighting the collection of measured celerities by
crestline track lengths, we determined the means and distri-
butions of bed form celerities over 600 s windows for com-
parison with other bed form parameters.
[19] As described earlier, we directly measured sedi-
ment ﬂuxes at the end of a few experiments. However, we
could not directly measure sediment ﬂux time series dur-
ing the experiments. Thus, we estimated sediment ﬂux
based on the celerities and sizes of bed forms [e.g., Simons
et al., 1965]. We computed this ‘‘translation’’ sediment
ﬂux, qts, as :
qts ¼ cH : (2)
qts does not represent the total sediment ﬂux; it only measures
that component of ﬂux contributing to bed form migration.
As described by McElroy and Mohrig [2009], qts roughly
accounts for bed load while neglecting suspended load.
[20] Finally, we calculated ﬂow depths, h, based on dif-
ferences between water surface and bed elevations, and we
calculated water surface slopes, S, based on linear ﬁts to
water surface elevation proﬁles. For consistency, the 600 s
window averaging was also applied to measurements of h
and S.
[21] While we tried to reproduce similar hydraulic condi-
tions for multiple experiments, unavoidable differences
arose among different runs. Part of this was due to uncer-
tainty of manually adjusted water discharge. Furthermore,
suspension of sediment, especially at higher discharges (for
lower Rouse numbers, P), caused some sand to be lost from
the ﬂume, changing the overall depth of sediment to the
ﬂume bed and also affecting water surface slope and ﬂow
depth. Nonetheless, each step discharge change presented
its own set beginning, peak, and ending equilibrium condi-
tions, henceforth denoted with subscripts of ‘‘1a,’’ ‘‘2,’’
and ‘‘1b,’’ respectively, for speciﬁc experimental segments.
For each step experiment, we estimated equilibrium hy-
draulic and bed form quantities (i.e., H1a, H2, H1b, L1a, etc.)
by averaging over the 600 s window-averaged time series
(i.e., H, L, etc.) in the ﬁnal 2 h (7200 s) of each discharge
segment of each experiment. The resulting equilibrium val-
ues are provided in Table 1.
4. Observations of Transient Bed-Form
Evolution
[22] We begin our data analysis by considering an indi-
vidual step discharge experiment, S2, with a low discharge
of Q1¼ 39.1 L/s and a high discharge of Q2¼ 81.4 L/s. We
describe S2 here as a representative example; the other
step discharge experiments displayed similar processes. In
describing this and other experiments, t is the absolute time
from the beginning of the experiment, while t12 and t21 are
the relative times from the onset of the ‘‘rising’’ Q1 ! Q2
and ‘‘falling’’ Q2! Q1 transitions, respectively.
4.1. Bed-Form Growth Observations
[23] Figure 2 shows time series of calculated the 600 s
window-averaged quantities describing hydraulic and bed
form development through the S2 experiment. The increase
in water discharge, Q, caused abrupt increases in both ﬂow
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depth, h, and water surface slope, S. Compared to these
abrupt hydraulic changes, bed form heights, H, and lengths,
L, increased gradually over a period of about 5000 sec. Bed
form steepness, H/L, remained roughly constant (0.07);
thus, bed form growth was equally accommodated by
changes in H and L. Shape factor, , increased slightly,
though by a small amount relative to the measured variabil-
ity around the long-run mean of   0.5. Celerities, c,
increased abruptly then gradually declined to a new equi-
librium, c2, which was higher than the initial c1. Translation
sediment ﬂux, qts, calculated here and throughout the paper
assuming ¼ 0.5 in equation (2), also increased abruptly
but then maintained a constant equilibrium value, qts;2. Si-
multaneous increase in H and decrease in c through the
transition account for this constant qts. Throughout the ris-
ing transition (and the entire experimental run), bed form
parameters showed a large degree of variability among
individual forms, as indicated by the red shaded areas in
Figure 2.
[24] Figure 3 qualitatively exhibits the bed form growth
process. In Figure 3a, a space-time plot of bed elevation
shows bed form heights and lengths growing with increas-
ing time, t12, from the rising transition. Figure 3b, which
illustrates a ‘‘color map’’ of bed elevations along axes of
space and time, displays continuous traces of forward
migrating bed forms. As t12 increases, the heights and
lengths of individual bed forms increase, while the number
of crestline traces decreases. Leftward bending of bed form
traces in the color map indicates decline in c with increas-
ing t12. Together, these plots indicate that bed form growth
is accomplished through the merger of many small, fast-
migrating bed forms into fewer, larger, slower-migrating
bed forms.
[25] Zoomed-in subsets of the space-time and color map
plots shown in Figure 4 detail bed form interactions in the
growth process. In Figure 4a, manually traced crestlines of
individual migrating bed forms show that bed form celer-
ities vary, causing them to collide and interact. In some
cases, such as illustrated at t12  2500 s, two colliding
bed forms merge, creating a new, larger bed form. The
increased color contrast at the site of bed form collision in
the color map (Figure 4b) indicates the increased size of
the new merged bed form. Bed form collision may also
result in a ‘‘pass-through’’ interaction, such as illustrated
at t12  4000 s. Here, a trailing small bed form
approaches a slower, larger leading bed form. Following
the interaction, mass is transferred from the leading to the
trailing form, making it appear as if the small form is
passing through the larger one. This pass-through interac-
tion allows bed forms to continue interacting in steady
state while maintaining equilibrium geometries. Merger
Figure 2. Experiment S2: time series of (a) water dis-
charge, Q, (b) water surface slope, S, (c) ﬂow depth, h, (d)
bed form height, H, (e) bed form length, L, (f) steepness, H/
L, (g) shape factor, , (h) celerity, c, and (i) translation
sediment ﬂux, qts. Mean time series values (blue) are based
on 600 s window averages, while the red areas indicate the
middle 25th75th percentile range for bed form dimen-
sions and celerities (dh). Vertical dashed lines correspond
to times of discharge changes shown in Figure 1a. Horizon-
tal black lines show estimates of equilibrium values calcu-
lated over 2 h windows indicated by the ranges of the lines.
These values are also listed in Table 1.
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and pass-through interactions were directly observed
experimentally [e.g., Endo et al., 2004] and in time-lapse
images of aeolian dunes [e.g., Vermeesch, 2011], and
these interactions have been used to explain the process of
aeolian dune ﬁeld construction [e.g., Schwammle and
Herrmann, 2003; Katsuki et al., 2005; Kocurek et al.,
2010].
4.2. Bed-Form Decay Observations
[26] As shown in Figure 2, when discharge decreased
from Q2 back to Q1 in the falling transition, h decreased
abruptly while S decreased gradually over a span of about
5000 s. H and L decreased over the same 5000 s span corre-
sponding to the S decline. The concurrent decreases in S,
H, and L indicate a gradual decline in surface friction as
shrinking bed forms exert progressively smaller form drag
on the water ﬂow. H/L remained roughly constant (as in the
rising transition), while  decreased slightly but insigniﬁ-
cantly compared with  variability. c and qts also declined
gradually over a 5000 s span following the discharge reduc-
tion, though, as we explain below, these gradual declines
may be misleading artifacts of the data processing method.
[27] Figures 3c and 3d show space-time and color map
plots of bed form adjustment versus time, t21, from the step
discharge reduction. Immediately following the Q drop,
small, secondary bed forms develop on the stoss sides of
Figure 3. Visualization of rising (a, b) and falling (c, d) bed form transitions for experiment S2.
Figures 3a and 3c show successive longitudinal bed proﬁles through time (increasing in the positive
y-direction). The scale of the bed form proﬁles is shown on the bottom right of each plot. Figures 3b and
3d show color maps of bed elevation. t12 and t21 are the times from rising and falling discharge transi-
tions, respectively. Rising transition plots show bed form growth by merger, while falling transition plots
show bed form decay by formation of secondary bed forms, which cannibalize relict features. Detailed
dynamics of transition processes are shown in Figure 4 for the outlined subset boxes.
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the larger forms created at high discharge. As can be seen
in Figure 3d, secondary bed forms migrate rapidly, while
the primary, relict forms move very slowly. Gradually, the
relict forms shrink in size, while the secondary forms domi-
nate the bed proﬁle by about 5000 s.
[28] The subset plots in Figure 4 illustrate the speciﬁc bed
form interactions producing the gradual declines in H and L.
The gray boxes in Figure 4c show the area of one relict bed
form, which ﬂattens with growing t21 due to the increasing
development of secondary bed forms. In Figure 4d, the indi-
vidual secondary bed form traces can be seen migrating over
the edge of the relict form. As they do, they erode mass from
the relict crest and deposit it in the relict trough, while also
advancing the relict bed form very slowly. The secondary
bed forms effectively act as an agent of diffusion, gradually
reducing the elevation gradient between relict crests and
troughs.
[29] We noted above a gradual decline in c and qts with
t21; however, these observations may be strongly related to
the zero-crossing method for locating bed form crestlines
and celerities. Many of the secondary bed forms created
immediately following the Q drop do not get captured by
the zero-crossing method, because they are entirely con-
tained above the zero line. Thus, the H and L measurements
mostly describe the sizes of large, relict bed forms. In con-
trast, celerities determined from crestline velocities mostly
record the c of secondary bed forms, since the majority of
migrating crestlines (including those captured by the zero-
crossing method) are those of fast-migrating secondary
forms. The c time series indicates a gradual decline in sec-
ondary bed form celerities associated with the growth and
slowing of these secondary bed forms. However, the qts
time series predicts unreasonably large sediment ﬂuxes
based on multiplying secondary bed form celerities with re-
lict bed form heights. We did observe that local regions of
fast, shallow ﬂow (presumably caused by ﬂow acceleration
over relict crestlines) produced locally high sediment ﬂuxes
immediately following the Q drop. However, we believe
that the measured slow decline in qts is unrealistic. We
expect that, following the step discharge drop, translation
ﬂux of secondary bed forms actually dropped quickly to its
low ﬂow equilibrium value, qts;1.
4.3. Flood Wave Observations
[30] In contrast to the step discharge adjustments
described thus far, we now consider bed form response to
gradually varying discharges more representative of natural
ﬂood waves. Figure 5 shows how discharge varied with
time for the experimental slow and fast waves, respec-
tively. The steps in the plot show how we manually
increased and decreased discharge in small increments to
produce the triangular ﬂood waves. Below the Q curves,
plots of bed form heights and lengths show the differing
bed-orm responses for the two experiments. Whereas H
and L responded mostly in phase to the slow ﬂood wave Q
changes, H and L substantially lagged Q changes in the fast
ﬂood wave. In addition, H and L achieved higher peak val-
ues in the fast wave compared to the slow wave. The oscil-
latory nature of L during the Q decline in the slow wave is
somewhat inexplicable; it may be related to the method of
manual incremental changes in Q, though the effect does
not arise for H.
[31] The differences between bed form responses to slow
and fast ﬂood waves are particularly striking in Figure 6.
Here, H and L are plotted versus Q over the durations of
the ﬂood waves, and observations from ﬂood rising and
falling limbs are distinguished by upward and downward
facing triangles, respectively. Both the slow and fast
experiments show that H and L were higher on the falling
limb than on the rising limb; however, the magnitude of
this hysteresis was substantially greater through the fast
ﬂood wave. Furthermore, H and L continued to increase
Figure 4. Subset plots of Figure 3 showing bed form
interactions contributing to bed form growth and decay. In
Figures 4a and 4b, crestlines have been traced, showing a
merger occurring at t12  2500 s and a pass-through inter-
action at t12  4000 s. The merger interaction results in bed
form heightening, while the pass-through interaction is indi-
cated by mass transfer from the downstream to the upstream
bed form. In Figure 4c, a large relict bed form, outlined in
gray, is shown to gradually decay through time with the for-
mation and migration of secondary bed forms. This is par-
ticularly apparent in Figure 4d, where migrating secondary
bed forms erode the relict crest and deposit sediment in the
relict trough. This process of relict bed form ﬂattening sug-
gests that bed form decay occurs as a diffusion process.
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after the peak Q in the fast wave, while this did not occur
in the slow wave. Except for the slight hysteresis, slow
ﬂood wave bed forms effectively maintained quasi-steady
equilibrium with Q, which was clearly not the case for the
fast ﬂood wave. In particular, much of the decline in fast
wave H and L occurred only after Q had already decreased
to its minimum value of Q1. The slight drop in rising limb
L when Q  80 L/s may be related to a morphological tran-
sition from ripples to dunes [Robert and Uhlman, 2001],
though it likely results from the large variability in sampled
bed forms.
5. Bed-Form Adjustment Time Scales
[32] In Figure 7, we offer a conceptual diagram summa-
rizing the observations of bed form merger growth and can-
nibalization decay. In Figure 7a, small bed forms, with a
mixture of sizes, move with celerities inversely propor-
tional to their heights. When a smaller bed form approaches
a larger one, they merge. By this process of merger, bed
forms grow in height and length. In Figure 7b, small bed
forms appear on the stoss slope of a large relict bed form,
and these small bed forms erode the relict crest and ﬁll the
relict trough, until the relict bed form has been eliminated.
[33] Based on these qualitative observations of adjust-
ment processes, below we consider quantitatively how time
scales of bed form adjustments depend on reconstitution
time scales for the bed form growth and decay processes.
We then normalize experimental times by these reconstitu-
tion time scales to demonstrate the similar adjustment pro-
cess occurring for all of the step discharge change
experiments.
5.1. Bed-Form Reconstitution Time Scales
[34] Adapting equation (1), we deﬁne speciﬁc bed form
reconstitution times, Tr12 and T
r
21, for growth and decay
adjustments, respectively, based on the reconstitution vol-
umes versus the displacing sediment ﬂuxes:
Tr12 ¼
V1
qts;2
; (3)
Tr21 ¼
V2
qts;1
: (4)
V1 and V2 are the low and high ﬂow reconstitution volumes,
and qts;1 and q
t
s;2 are low and high translation sediment
ﬂuxes, respectively. Here, we express volumes and sedi-
ment ﬂuxes per unit width, i.e., with dimensions of L3=L
and L3=T=L, respectively. In calculating bed form reconsti-
tution times, we assume that translation ﬂux, qts, dominates
bed form adjustment.
[35] We quantify bed form reconstitution volumes and
sediment ﬂuxes in terms of equilibrium bed form heights,
lengths, and celerities. We estimate V1 as the mean volume
of initial small (Q1) equilibrium bed forms covering the
length, L2, of a single large mean equilibrium Q2 bed form
(Figure 7a). Conversely, V2 is the volume of a single large
Figure 5. Bed form development for experimental ﬂood waves. Plots of water discharge, Q, bed form
height, H, and bed form length, L, are shown for the slow ﬂood wave in Figures 5a–5c and for the fast
ﬂood wave in Figures 5d–5f. Blue curves describe average values, while red areas give 25th to 75th per-
centile ranges. In both experiments, H and L lag Q, though these lags are more pronounced in the fast
ﬂood wave, where H and L are substantially out of phase with discharge changes. Also, for the fast ﬂood
wave, bed form decay continues well beyond the time when discharge has subsided.
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mean equilibrium Q2 relict bed form (Figure 7b). This
gives
V1 ¼ H1L1 L2
L1
 
¼ H1L2; (5)
V2 ¼ H2L2: (6)
As shown in Figure 7, H1 and L1 (H2 and L2) are the Q1
(Q2) mean equilibrium bed form heights and lengths,
respectively. V1 and V2 are outlined by the dashed boxes in
Figure 7.
[36] Translation sediment ﬂuxes are determined from the
products of equilibrium heights and celerities, as in equa-
tion (2):
qts;1 ¼ c1H1; (7)
qts;2 ¼ c2H2: (8)
[37] Earlier, we observed that   0.5 throughout the
experiments. Assuming that ¼ 0.5 (which also corresponds
to the shape factor for idealized triangular bed forms), and
substituting into equations (9) and (10), we get:
Tr12 ¼
H1L2
H2c2
; (9)
Tr21 ¼
H2L2
H1c1
: (10)
5.2. Bed-Form Adjustment Normalizations
[38] We deﬁne t12 and t

21 as times from the rising and
falling discharge transitions normalized by bed form recon-
stitution times:
t12 ¼
t12
Tr12
¼ t12H2c2
H1L2
; (11)
Figure 6. Evolution of bed form heights, H (a and c), and
lengths, L (b and d), versus discharge, Q, for the slow (a
and b) and fast (c and d) ﬂood waves. Values for rising
adjustment are shown in blue with upward facing triangles ;
values for falling adjustment are shown in red with down-
ward facing triangles. For the slow ﬂood wave, the relation-
ships among H, L, and Q are roughly equivalent for both
limbs of the ﬂood wave, with only a small degree of hyster-
esis apparent. In contrast, H and L hysteresis is substantial
in the fast ﬂood wave. Bed forms continue to grow past the
ﬂood peak and only start to decrease in size halfway
through the ﬂood falling limb.
Figure 7. Conceptualization of bed form growth and
decay processes. (a) For the growth process, differences
among celerities cause bed forms to collide and merge into
larger features until a new equilibrium is reached. (b) For
the decay process, secondary bed forms (white) migrating
across the larger relict ﬂood peak bed form (black) erode
the relict crest and ﬁll the relict trough. H1, L1, and c1 refer
to low ﬂow mean equilibrium bed form quantities, while
H2, L2, and c2 are for high ﬂow. For illustrative purposes,
H1, L1, etc., are drawn next to individual bed forms, but
these in fact refer to mean equilibrium quantities. Dashed
boxes outline reconstitution volumes V1 for merger growth
and V2 for cannibalization decay.
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t21 ¼
t21
Tr21
¼ t21H1c1
H2L2
: (12)
As in section 4, t12 is the time from the rising discharge
change (Q1 ! Q2), and t21 is the time from the falling dis-
charge change (Q2! Q1).
[39] We normalize timeseries of bed form dimensions so
that heights and lengths are 1 and 2 at initial and ﬁnal equi-
libria, respectively. These normalizations are
H ¼ H þ H2  2H1
H2  H1 ; (13)
L ¼ Lþ L2  2L1
L2  L1 : (14)
[40] As noted in section 3, errors in experimental imple-
mentation meant that calculated equilibrium bed form and
hydraulic quantities differed for nominally equal dis-
charges. To make the appropriate calculations when com-
puting adjustment time scales for individual experiments,
we henceforth base these calculations for individual experi-
ments on the relevant experimental segments listed in Ta-
ble 1, i.e., H1¼H1a, L1¼L1a, and c1¼ c1a for rising
adjustments while H1¼H1b, L1¼L1b, and c1¼ c1b for fall-
ing adjustments.
5.3. Rising Adjustment Comparison
[41] Normalized rising bed form adjustment curves are
plotted together in Figure 8. While there is considerable
scatter in the form of the adjustment process, all adjust-
ments took about 10t12 to progress from initial (H
 and
L ¼ 1) to ﬁnal (H and L ¼ 2) equilibria. Furthermore,
heights (Figure 8a) and lengths (Figure 8b) both appear to
have followed the same adjustment process. This is despite
the fact that equilibrium bed form dimensions and celerities
differed considerably among experiments. While growth is
slower than decay relative to reconstitution time, growth
often progresses more quickly in absolute time due to the
much larger sediment ﬂuxes driving bed form growth.
5.4 Falling adjustment comparison
[42] Normalized falling bed form adjustment curves are
plotted together in Figure 9. Despite some scatter (particu-
larly in experiments S2 and D1), the overall pattern is the
same: rapid decline from initial large dimensions (H and
L ¼ 2), followed by asymptotic convergence to equilib-
rium low values (H and L ¼ 1). Unlike the rising adjust-
ment, however, here the normalized time scale of
adjustment is faster, with equilibrium achieved when
t21  1. In other words, the falling bed form adjustment
time corresponds roughly to the bed form reconstitution
time, Tr21. The adjustment appears to follow an exponential
decay.
6. Models for Bed-Form Growth and Decay
[43] The qualitative observations described in section 4.1
indicate the important role of bed form merger in causing
bed forms to grow following an increase in discharge,
while observations described in section 4.2 indicate that
bed form decay progresses through the action of secondary
bed forms eroding relict bed form crests and ﬁlling relict
bed form troughs. Here, we present phenomenological
models that account for the distinctive processes of bed
form growth and decay. The bed form growth model con-
siders how a dispersion of initial bed form sizes, with celer-
ities inversely proportional to lengths, and combine
according to simple rules of merger and pass-through. The
bed form decay model is built on a diffusion equation with
diffusivity based on translation sediment ﬂux.
6.1. Bed-Form Growth Model
[44] Bed forms move with varying celerities, causing
them to collide. Merger interactions produce bed form
growth while pass-through interactions maintain the size of
bed forms. To better understand how these interactions
contribute to bed form growth, we built a simple one-
dimensional numerical model to phenomenologically
reproduce the dynamics of merging bed forms. Our model
is adapted from the models of Fuhrboter [1983] and
Figure 8. Bed form size adjustments following a step
increase in water discharge. (a) Evolution of normalized
bed form heights, H, and (b) lengths, L, compared to the
bed form growth model (Figure 12). Based on the assump-
tion of constant bed form steepness, H and L predictions
are equivalent. While the observations indicate a large
degree of variability, especially for L, the adjustment in
general took about t12  10 or Ta12 ¼ 10Tr12. These observa-
tions are supported by the model curves.
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Raudkivi and Witte [1990], though our model offers signiﬁ-
cant reﬁnements to their treatments.
[45] Based on equation (2), we can directly relate celer-
ities, ci, and lengths, Li, of individual bed forms:
ci ¼ q
t
s
 H=Lð ÞLi : (15)
Based on observations, we assume constant values of qts, ,
, and H/L through the bed form adjustment. Equation (15)
thus shows how ci are inversely proportional to Li for indi-
vidual bed forms.
[46] Based on crestline mapping as shown in Figure 1f,
we determined distributions of Li for each equilibrium seg-
ment of the experiments. These are shown in Figure 10.
Individual bed form lengths, determined from crest-crest
distances, are plotted normalized with respect to mean
lengths, L, for each run segment, taken from Table 1 (L1a,
L2, and L2a). Two patterns are apparent in the distributions
of bed form lengths. First, the lengths are unimodal, with a
clear rightward skew in the distributions. A variety of dis-
tributions could be ﬁt to these curves [van der Mark et al.,
2008]; the simplest choice is a gamma distribution. While
not a perfect ﬁt (e.g., missing the sharp peaks), the gamma
offers a decent ﬁt with a minimum of parameters. Second,
the modes for the normalized Li distributions shift right-
ward and become less skewed (i.e., the gamma shape pa-
rameters increase) at higher discharges. For each
equilibrium segment, we determined a gamma shape pa-
rameter, kL, for bed form lengths based on maximum likeli-
hood estimation. These shape parameters for individual
experimental segments are listed in Table 1. (Because the
distributions were normalized by their mean values, calcu-
lation of gamma scale parameters was unnecessary.)
[47] We performed ﬁve model simulations, with initial
conditions chosen to correspond with the Q1a equilibrium
parameters described in Table 1. Initial lengths of individ-
ual bed forms were chosen at random from a gamma distri-
bution with shape parameter, kL1a, and mean length, L1a.
Initial celerities were then determined based on equation
(15), with H1a/L1a from Table 1 and constant ’¼ 0.58 and
¼ 0.5. The one-dimensional model domain extended over
a length of x¼ 100 m, long enough to ensure statistical
convergence of model results. The initial bed form lengths
were used to determine x-locations of individual bed form
crestlines along the domain. Periodic boundary conditions
were employed such that bed forms leaving the domain at
x¼ 100 m reentered at x¼ 0 m.
[48] Individual crestlines moved rightward along the do-
main with celerities dependent on their lengths. Collision
of adjacent crestlines due to their differing celerities caused
bed forms to interact, as demonstrated in Figure 11. As a
trailing bed form approached an adjacent bed form ahead,
the trailing bed form rose up the stoss slope of the leading
bed form until the intervening trough between the two
crestlines rose above the zero-line of the domain. For the
Figure 9. Bed form size adjustments following a step
decrease in water discharge. (a) Evolution of normalized
bed form heights, H, and (b) lengths, L, compared to the
bed form decay model (equations (26) and (27)). As with
bed form growth, the observations indicate a large degree
of variability. Nonetheless, the H and L adjustments took
about t21  1 or Ta21 ¼ Tr21.
Figure 10. Probability densities of normalized bed form
lengths, Li/L, at steady ﬂow in equilibrium segments of the
step discharge adjustment experiments. L for each plotted
curve is taken from the appropriate equilibrium segment in
Table 1 (L1a, L2, and L1b). The thick curves show gamma
distributions based on the mean gamma shape parameters,
kL, for individual discharge levels. The shape parameters for
length distributions tend to increase for higher discharges,
indicated as a rightward shift in the distributions. kL for indi-
vidual experimental segments are listed in Table 1.
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zero-crossing method described earlier for delineating indi-
vidual bed forms, rise of the trough above the zero-line
makes the two adjacent bed forms appear effectively as
one. Based on this fact, we assumed that a bed form inter-
action occurred when the distance between two adjacent
crestlines dropped to half the length of the leading bed
form. This condition also corresponds roughly to interac-
tion of the upstream bed form ﬂow separation bubble with
the downstream bed form.
[49] Two outcomes were possible for interacting bed
forms in our model: merger and pass-through. The merger
interaction, shown in Figure 11a, caused the trailing and
leading bed forms to combine additively. The pass-through
interaction, shown in Figure 11b, caused exchange of mass
from the leading to the trailing bed form.
[50] We deﬁned the merger interaction quantitatively as
follows:
If Ltr þ Ll  Lmax ; then Ltr
0 ! eliminated :
Ll
0 ¼ Ltr þ Ll:

(16)
Ltr and Ll refer to the lengths of trailing and leading bed
forms, respectively, prior to interaction, and the primed
quantities (Ltr
0 and Ll 0) refer to post-interaction lengths.
Lmax is the maximum bed form size (to be described
below). When the sum of Ltr and Ll is less than Lmax, the
bed forms merge. As indicated by the equation, the trailing
bed form is eliminated while the new leading bed form
length sums the original bed form lengths. The additive na-
ture of bed form merger lengthening in our model is neces-
sitated by the assumption of constant H/L.
[51] We deﬁned the pass-through interaction quantita-
tively as follows:
If Ltr þ Ll > Lmax ; then Ltr
0 ¼ min Lmax ; Ltr þ Ll  Lminð Þ;
Ll
0 ¼ max Lmax  Ll; Lminð Þ:

(17)
Here, Lmin refers to the minimum allowable bed form
length, taken as Lmin¼ 8.3 mm as in section 3. Most pass-
through interactions transfer leading bed form mass to the
trailing bed form so that Ltr
0 ¼ Lmax , while the remaining
bed form mass makes up the new Ll
0. However, our model
enforces a minimum condition such that Ll
0  Lmin ; other-
wise, the pass-through would produce unrealistically small
bed forms.
[52] The Lmax condition separating bed form merger and
pass-through restricts the runaway growth of bed forms. It
is thought that the water free surface limits vertical bed
form growth [e.g., Gill, 1971; Coleman and Fenton, 2000;
Fourriere et al., 2010], though aeolian dunes, where such
free-surface limitations are lacking, also display pass-
through interactions possibly related to the orientations and
relative sizes of colliding bed forms [Duran et al., 2005;
Diniega et al., 2010]. For simplicity, we assumed the maxi-
mum bed form height, Hmax, to be the equilibrium height of
bed forms at Q2, i.e., Hmax¼H2. Because we also assumed
constant steepness, we thus assumed that Lmax ¼ HmaxH=L .
(While we have taken bed form height as the limiting quan-
tity here, our model considers bed form lengths because of
their direct connection to crestline interactions.)
[53] Following each merger and pass-through interaction
in our model, bed form celerities were recalculated accord-
ing to equation (15). By a series of interactions, bed form
lengths grew asymptotically toward Lmax, and heights grew
proportionately with lengths according to the assumed con-
stant H/L. An example of a merger model simulation, based
on the parameters of the S2 experiment, is shown in Figure
12. The crestline plots in Figures 12a and 12b show how
the model qualitatively reproduces the experimentally
observed lengthening and reduction in number of bed forms
through time. It also shows how the model reproduces (and
somewhat exaggerates) pass-through interactions, indicated
by waves of high celerity that occasionally pass among
multiple bed forms.
[54] The modeled increase of mean bed form height, L,
is shown in Figure 12c in comparison to S2 experimental
observations. For both model and experiment, time to equi-
librium is about 5000 s, though the model shows an ini-
tially faster rise in L while the observations show a greater
degree of L variability on the path to equilibrium. In Figure
12d, the model runs based on parameters for all ﬁve step-
adjustment experiments are compared in normalized units
of L and t. The results of all the simulations are very sim-
ilar. We thus choose to represent the general form of the
bed form growth process by a mean L versus t curve aver-
aging over all the simulations.
[55] The modeled mean bed form height and length-
growth curves are compared to observations for all step
adjustment experiments in Figure 8. Note that the modeled
H is simply the modeled L multiplied by the assumed
constant H/L for all the experiments. The model accurately
Figure 11. Diagram describing interactions in the bed
form merger growth model. Bed forms are treated as right
triangles with constant steepness, H/L, which move with
celerities inversely proportional to their sizes. (a) For colli-
sion merger : (1) a small bed form (with length Ltr)
approaches a larger one (with length Ll) from behind. (2)
When the small bed form is sufﬁciently close, the interven-
ing trough rises above the dashed zero-line, and they are
considered merged. (3) Heights and lengths of colliding
bed forms are combined additively to form the new merged
bed form (with length Ll
0). (b) For pass-through interac-
tion: (1) a small bed form approaches and (2) merges as
before. (3) However, the resulting merged form would
exceed Hmax (and thus also Lmax for assumed constant H/
L). Instead, a merged form at the maximum height line is
formed (with length Ltr
0), and excess sediment is ejected as
a small bed form off the front of the new merged bed form
(with length Ll
0).
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reproduces the general growth patterns of H and L. Dis-
crepancies between model and observations appear to occur
due to scatter in the observed height and length growth
curves. As observed, the normalized time for adjustment is
t12  10. Deﬁning Ta12 as the time scale for bed form
growth adjustment, we thus have that Ta12 ¼ 10Tr12.
6.2. Bed-Form Decay Model
[56] Observations described in section 4.2 indicate that
bed form decay progresses through the action of secondary
bed forms eroding relict bed form crests and ﬁlling relict
bed form troughs. The nature of the decay process indicates
that it acts like diffusion, i.e., the rate of decay is propor-
tional to the elevation gradient between relict bed form
crests and troughs. Here, we adopt a simple diffusion
model to quantitatively describe the bed form decay
process.
[57] Adapting the deﬁnitions of reconstitution volumes
described in equations (5) and (6), we deﬁne equilibrium
crest (top) volumes, V top1 and V
top
2 , for bed forms at low
and high ﬂows, respectively:
V top1 ¼ 1=2ð ÞV1 ¼ 1=2ð ÞH1L2; (18)
V top2 ¼ 1=2ð ÞV2 ¼ 1=2ð ÞH2L2: (19)
The 1/2 terms reﬂect the fact that we are considering only
the top half of bed form volumes. (A similar derivation
based on the bottom half of bed forms would arrive at an
equivalent result by symmetry.) We also deﬁne
V top ¼ 1=2ð ÞHL2: (20)
V top and H are variables describing how the top half sedi-
ment volume and mean bed form height, respectively, de-
velop through time, t21, from the step discharge drop.
[58] Assuming that the rate of change of V top depends on
translation sediment ﬂux, qts, and the difference in top
Figure 12. (a) Example of crestline evolution during rising adjustment in experiment S2, with time,
t12, from the step discharge transition. (b) The merger model was parameterized with equilibrium values
from experiment S2, resulting in the crestline evolution shown here. To obtain better statistics, the full
model was run over a length of 100 m, but only an 8 m section is shown here for comparison to observa-
tions. As in the observed case, the density of crestlines declines rapidly from the discharge change, and
celerities correspondingly decrease. However, small segments of high celerity indicate ejection of small
bed forms during pass-through interactions. Such interactions are particularly common for t12¼ 1000–
2000 s in both observations and model, though the model tends to exaggerate these interactions some-
what. (c) The model prediction of growth in bed form length, L, corresponds well with observations. Dif-
ferences appear to arise due to variability in the observed curve. (d) The merger model was run based on
parameters from all of the adjustment experiments. The model curves are all very similar in normalized
time, t, and length, L, coordinates. The thick black mean curve is used for comparison to observations
in Figure 8.
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sediment volume relative to equilibrium, we deﬁne a diffu-
sion equation:
dV top
dt21
¼  V
top  V top1
V top2
 !
qts: (21)
The initial condition is
V top t21 ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ V top2 : (22)
Combining equations (21) and (22), we get
V top ¼ V top2  V top1
 
exp  q
t
s
V top2
t21
 !
þ V top1 : (23)
Substituting the top volumes from (18), (19), and (20) into
(23), we get an equation for bed form height evolution:
H ¼ H2  H1ð Þexp  2q
t
s
H2L2
t21
 
þ H1: (24)
Based on the deﬁnition of qts in (2), (24) becomes
H ¼ H2  H1ð Þexp  2H1c1
H2L2
t21
 
þ H1: (25)
Finally, normalization by (12) and (13) gives
H ¼ exp 2t21
 þ 1: (26)
Based on the assumption of constant H/L, we adopt an
identical model equation for normalized bed form length
adjustment:
L ¼ exp 2t21
 þ 1: (27)
[59] Equations (26) and (27) for the bed form decay model
are compared to observations in Figure 9. The plots indicate
general agreement between our decay model and observa-
tions, with a falling adjustment time scale of Ta21 ¼ Tr21 corre-
sponding to t21 ¼ 1. However, the observed bed form decay
adjustments, especially those for bed form lengths, provide
only limited evidence for the exponential form of the decay
model. In the case of bed form lengths, the deﬁnition of bed
form lengths based on the zero-crossing method may contrib-
ute to the observed variability due to the presence of distinc-
tive relict and secondary bed form length scales.
7. Origin of Bed-Form Hysteresis
7.1. Conceptual Model
[60] Our experiments and models indicate that bed forms
adjust to abrupt changes in ﬂow at time scales proportional
to reconstitution times, which are related to equilibrium
bed form heights, lengths, and celerities. When discharge
changes are not abrupt but progress gradually over the
course of a ﬂood wave, the occurrence of lagged bed form
adjustment and hysteresis appears to be related to the time
scale of discharge change.
[61] Based on these experimental results, we hypothesize
that bed form hysteresis occurs when the time scales of
ﬂood wave discharge change are shorter than time scales of
bed form adjustment. In other words, hysteresis arises due
to lagged response in bed form size relative to discharge.
This can occur on the ﬂood rising limb, falling limb, or
both. Quantitatively, we predict that bed form lags (and
thus hysteresis) occur when:
TQ12 < T
a
12 ¼ 10Tr12 ¼
10H1L2
c2H2
; and=or (28)
TQ21 < T
a
21 ¼ Tr21 ¼
H2L2
c1H1
: (29)
Here, TQ12 and T
Q
21 refer to the durations of ﬂood wave dis-
charge increase and decrease, respectively, determined
from the hydrograph. Equations (28) and (29) predict when
bed form lags occur in response to rising and falling dis-
charge changes, respectively.
7.2. Application to Flood Wave Experiments
[62] To test this hypothesis, we calculate Ta12 and T
a
21 for
the ﬂood wave experiments based on the equilibrium bed
form heights, lengths, and celerities from step discharge
experiment S1, for which the minimum and maximum dis-
charges were the same as for the ﬂood wave experiments.
Based on Table 1, these are
Ta12  10Tr12 ¼ 10
H1L2
H2c2
¼ 4140 s  1:2 h: (30)
Ta21  Tr21 ¼
H2L2
H1c1
¼ 19; 300 s  5:4 h: (31)
We note here that, in absolute terms, Ta21 is signiﬁcantly
larger than Ta12, despite the fact that T
a
12 is larger in relative
terms. This is because Tr21 incorporates both larger bed
forms and smaller celerities than Tr12.
[63] For the slow ﬂood, TQ12 ¼ TQ21 ¼ 4 h, much longer
than Ta12 and slightly shorter than T
a
21. Based on these
results, equations (28) and (29) predict a small amount of
hysteresis due to slight bed form lag on the ﬂood falling
limb, as we indeed observe in Figures 5a–5c and 6a and 6b.
In contrast, for the fast ﬂood, TQ12 ¼ TQ21 ¼ 1 h, slightly
shorter than Ta12 and signiﬁcantly shorter than T
a
21, predict-
ing a large amount of hysteresis due to lags on both ﬂood
limbs, though primarily in the falling limb. Again, this pre-
diction agrees with observations (Figures 5d–5f and 6c
and6d). In particular, H and L decay for about 4 h past the
ﬂood peak, in agreement with the calculated Ta21 time scale.
7.3. Application to Natural Rivers
[64] Bed form adjustments in natural river ﬂood waves
further illustrate the utility of our hypothesized adjustment
time scales. We compare three ﬂood waves with varying
degrees of hysteresis. The ﬁrst, with only slight hysteresis
noted, was observed by Gabel [1993] on the medium-sized
Calamus River in Nebraska (Q range: 1.02–1.79 m3/s) and
spanned 2 weeks. The second, with substantial hysteresis,
was observed by Wilbers and Ten Brinke [2003] on the
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large Rhine River in Netherlands (Q range: 2500–11,900
m3/s) and also spanned 2 weeks. The third, also with sub-
stantial hysteresis, was observed by Harvey et al. [2012] on
the small Clear Run in North Carolina, for an artiﬁcially
generated (dam-release) ﬂood wave spanning  40 min (Q
range: 0.06–0.39 m3/s). Bed form parameters for these
three ﬂood waves and calculations of Ta12 and T
a
21 are pro-
vided in Table 2.
[65] As indicated in Table 2, Ta12  TQ12 for the Calamus
and the Rhine, while Ta12 was comparable to T
Q
12 in Clear Run.
Thus, we expect no (or only a small) contribution of rising
limb discharge change to bed form lags. However, while
Ta21  TQ21 for the Calamus, Ta21 	 TQ21 for the Rhine and
Clear Run. As predicted by our hypothesis, bed forms experi-
enced substantial hysteresis in the Rhine and Clear Run
ﬂoods, while the hysteresis in the Calamus ﬂood was slight.
In the Calamus, the ﬂood had a long time to displace small
bed forms, so bed forms were able to keep pace with ﬂow
changes. However, much larger bed forms in the Rhine and
much shorter ﬂood duration in Clear Run caused bed form
lags and hysteresis to occur. The visual nature of this hystere-
sis in Clear Run can be seen in Harvey et al. [2012, Figure 4].
[66] We admit that our method of estimating equilibrium
bed form dimensions from ﬂood data, especially peak val-
ues when ﬂows are highly unsteady, is imperfect. Ideally,
prediction of hysteresis would depend on independently
veriﬁed estimates of bed form dimensions made prior to the
actual ﬂood wave. Nonetheless, the crudely estimated val-
ues for equilibrium bed form parameters appear to provide
sufﬁcient information to correctly determine the presence
or absence of hysteresis.
8. Discussion
8.1. Interpretation of Models
[67] Our observations of bed form lags and hysteresis
reproduce similar effects as those observed by Gee [1975],
Wijbenga and Klaassen [1983], and Wijbenga and Van Nes
[1986]. Speciﬁcally, the observations of Gee [1975] and
Wijbenga and Klaassen [1983] agree with our ﬁnding that,
relative to bed form reconstitution time, Ta12 is larger than
Ta21. Our observation that shorter ﬂood waves produce a
greater magnitude of hysteresis agrees with Wijbenga and
Van Nes [1986]. However, unlike the previous bed form
adjustment models of Allen [1976b, 1976c, 1976d] and
Fredsoe [1979], which failed to explain experimental and
ﬁeld observations, our models for bed form adjustment
accurately predict time scales of bed form adjustment and
occurrence of bed form hysteresis. Also, as far as we know,
ours is the ﬁrst model to predict the process and time scale
of bed form decay.
[68] Our hypothesis for predicting the occurrence of bed
form hysteresis, conﬁrmed by experimental and ﬁeld data,
offers a straightforward method that depends only on the esti-
mation of a few geometric parameters. This method is built
on observations about the way in which bed forms interact
through merger, pass-through, and cannibalization. Given the
limited longitudinal view of ﬂume bed form evolution in our
experiments, the modeled bed form interactions simplify a
more complex set of bed form interactions (e.g., defect migra-
tion, repulsion, calving, lateral linking, and solitary wave
behavior) observable in planform view [e.g., Schwammle and
Herrmann, 2003; Endo et al., 2004; Kocurek et al., 2010;
Vermeesch, 2011]. Nonetheless, because our models capture
the essential mass balance of bed form interactions, they are
able to accurately predict adjustment time scales.
[69] Our models do not depend on understanding the
hydrodynamic processes underlying the formation, migra-
tion, or equilibrium dimensions of bed forms. Therefore,
possible morphological distinctions between ripples and
dunes should not inﬂuence estimates of adjustment time
scales. However, typical bed form stability diagrams [e.g.,
Southard, 1991] do predict that our experimental bed forms
should have experienced a transition from ripples (which
scale with grain size [e.g., Baas, 1994]) to dunes (which
scale with ﬂow depth [e.g., van Rijn, 1984]). It is argued that
the ripple-dune transition arises from a change in the nature
of ﬂow turbulence related to particle Reynolds number [e.g.,
Yalin, 1964] and that this could affect the transient ripple-
dune transition [Robert and Uhlman, 2001]. Equations
describing the dependence of ripple and dune dimensions on
hydraulic and grain parameters could potentially be used for
prediction of bed form adjustment time scales in our models.
However, observations typically display a wide range of var-
iability relative to these equations [e.g., Julien and Klaassen,
1995], while our prediction of adjustment time scales based
on directly observed equilibrium bed form dimensions is not
subject to the uncertainty of these equations.
[70] An important assumption of our models is that of
constant bed form steepness (H/L). However, the bed form
adjustments to ﬂood waves described above show varying
degrees of steepness change. The relatively greater increase
of bed form heights versus lengths shown in Figure 5 indi-
cates slight steepening of bed forms around the ﬂood peak
Table 2. Parameters for Natural Flood Waves Examined in Section 7.3a
Location TQ12 T
Q
21 H1 L1 c1 H2 L2 c2 T
a
12 T
a
21
Calamus Rb 168 h 168 h 0.097 m 2.02 m 0.98 m/h 0.188 m 3.24 m 1.31 m/h 13 h 6.4 h
Rhine Rc 168 h 168 h 0.1 m 4 m 0.21 m/h 1.4 m 50 m 2.1 m/h 17 h 3300 h
Clear Rund 17.5 min 22 min 1 cm 12 cm 0.9 cm/min 3 cm 75 cm 11.3 cm/min 22.1 min 250 min
aTQ12 and T
Q
21 refer to durations of rising and falling sections of ﬂood hydrographs, respectively. H1, L1, and c1 are mean equilibrium low-ﬂow bed form
heights, lengths, and celerities, respectively, while H2, L2, and c2 are mean equilibrium values for high ﬂows, respectively. T
a
12 and T
a
21 are adjustment
time scales for bed form growth and decay, respectively, estimated from equilibrium parameters.
bValues are from Gabel [1993]. TQ12 and T
Q
21 assume 7 day rising and falling limbs, as approximated from hydrograph (Figure 7b in the article). H1, L1,
and c1 values are taken for ‘‘right-hand channel’’ on 20 April 1985 in Table 2, while H2, L2, and c2 values are taken for 1 May 1985.
cValues are fromWilbers and Ten Brinke [2003]. TQ12 and T
Q
21 assume 7 day rising and falling limbs, as approximated from hydrograph (Figure 6a in the
article). H1 and H2, L1 and L2, and c1 and c2 are estimated from minimum and maximum observations for ‘‘1995’’ in Figures 11a, 10a, and 12a,
respectively.
dValues are from Harvey et al. [2012]. TQ12 and T
Q
21 are from section 4.4.1. H1, L1, c1, H2, L2, and c2 are from Table 2.
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in our experimental ﬂood waves, and this is also observed
in the Calamus ﬂood [Gabel, 1993]. However, bed forms in
the Rhine [Wilbers and Ten Brinke, 2003] and Clear Run
[Harvey et al., 2012] show an opposite decrease in steep-
ness at the ﬂood peak. On the ﬂood falling limb, in fact,
Rhine bed form lengths continue to grow indeﬁnitely while
bed form heights shrink [Wilbers and Ten Brinke, 2003].
These different steepness responses may simply reﬂect the
complications in measuring bed form lengths on the falling
limb when secondary bed forms coexist with relict bed
forms. Changes in steepness may also reﬂect the fundamen-
tal differences between bed form growth and decay proc-
esses and different relative rates of bed form length and
height changes through these adjustments [Wijbenga and
Van Nes, 1986; Wilbers and Ten Brinke, 2003; Nelson
et al., 2011]. While our bed form growth model suggests
that growth primarily depends on bed form lengthening
through crestline interactions, our bed form decay model
depends on the shrinking height of relict bed forms through
diffusion. Differing degrees of overlap in the length-based
growth and height-based decay processes could then
explain differences in steepness evolution.
8.2. Limitations of Bed-Form Adjustment Time Scale
Estimates
[71] We now note a few potential issues with our adjust-
ment time scales in addition to those already mentioned.
First, our models are built on limited experimental data, for
which bed forms display broad variations in dimensions
and celerities that do not completely converge to mean val-
ues for the limited length of our ﬂume. Second, our models
assume no hysteresis in the relationship between qts and Q,
while in fact qts should vary as ﬂow resistance changes with
changing bed form dimensions [e.g., van Rijn, 1984, Wilb-
ers and Ten Brinke, 2003, Paarlberg et al., 2010]. Our
observations indicate abrupt adjustment of qts to Q on the
rising limb (e.g., Figure 2i); however, due to problems in
calculating qts on the falling limb, described in section 4.2,
we could not evaluate this error for our bed form decay
model predictions. Third, our models assume that bed form
reconstitution is entirely driven by translation sediment
ﬂux, while neglecting suspended load and other nontransla-
tion components that may also contribute signiﬁcantly to
bed form change, especially in natural rivers with lower
Rouse numbers (P) [McElroy and Mohrig, 2009]. We note
that while suspended sediment ﬂux was likely substantial
for higher discharge segments of our experiments (i.e.,
Q¼ 81.1 and 111.7 L/s), as indicated by P values near
unity (Table 1) and total sediment ﬂuxes, qs (section 2),
much larger than qts (Table 1), our time scale predictions
utilizing only qts provided good predictions. However, we
suspect experimental error in our measurements of total qs,
because calculated equilibrium qts at low discharges (i.e.,
Q¼ 39.1 and 63.3 L/s) are inexplicably lower than meas-
ured total qs for the same discharges.
[72] Application of abrupt discharge change bed form
adjustment time scales to ﬂood waves with gradually
increasing and decreasing discharge raises some additional
issues. First, the high-ﬂow qts used for prediction of T
a
12 in
equation (28) should be larger than the true qts, which
increases gradually to the peak value over the ﬂood rising
limb, thus equation (28) is probably an underprediction of
Ta12. Conversely, equation (29) is probably an overpredic-
tion of Ta21. Second, spatial heterogeneity in bed morphol-
ogy and granularity complicate predictions of bed form
adjustment [e.g., Frings and Kleinhans, 2008]. Third, the
ﬂume tailgate in our experiments imposed a backwater
curve that caused ﬂows to adjust primarily through changes
in water surface slope rather than ﬂow depth, in contrast to
natural ﬂoods [e.g., Julien et al., 2002] and previous experi-
ments [Gee, 1975; Wijbenga and Klaassen, 1983; Wij-
benga and Van Nes, 1986]. Backwater effects may have
introduced spatial nonuniformity in sediment ﬂuxes and
bed form sizes, though our experimental data indicated no
signiﬁcant spatial trends. However, we argue that, because
our bed form adjustment models depend only on celerities
and geometric properties of bed forms in equilibrium, the
speciﬁc hydraulic processes driving bed form change (ei-
ther by depth or velocity changes) are irrelevant to predic-
tion of bed form adjustment times.
8.3. Implications of Bed-Form Adjustment Lags
[73] Some of the observed uncertainty and variability in
natural bed form geometries, described in section 1, may
be related to the delayed response of bed forms to unsteady
ﬂows, particularly in large rivers. As shown in Table 2, our
model predicts a 3300 h (140 day) adjustment time for bed
form decay following the large ﬂood on the Rhine. In fact,
it is possible in very large rivers, particularly those with
large annual ranges of discharge variation, which bed forms
may never be fully in equilibrium with discharge. Indeed,
many authors have argued that polymodal dune assemb-
lages in rivers arise due to multiple bed form sizes forming
under multiple different ﬂows [Jones, 1977; Allen, 1978;
Rubin and McCulloch, 1980]. The importance of lagged
bed form adjustment is already well recognized in aeolian
systems, where dune geometries may remain stable through
thousands of years under altered wind conditions, simply
because the reconstitution time scale is small compared to
the size of relict features [Lancaster, 1988; Warren and
Allison, 1998; Bristow et al., 2007]. Aeolian dune ﬁelds
may simultaneously contain three or four size classes of
bed forms, from ripples responding to minute-scale winds
to megadunes responding to wind regimes deﬁned over
thousands of years [Lancaster, 1988; Warren and Allison,
1998; Kocurek and Ewing, 2005; Ewing and Kocurek,
2010]. Informed by theoretical equilibrium bed form sizes
and records of water discharge or wind speed at sites of in-
terest, our estimates of bed form adjustment time scales
could provide scientists and practitioners with a simple
method to estimate whether or not observed bed forms are
in fact in equilibrium with ﬂow conditions.
[74] Lagged bed form response presents important impli-
cations for ﬂow hydraulics. Bed forms extract ﬂuid mo-
mentum by form drag, and the size of bed features can
have a dramatic effect on the bed friction factor [Brooks,
1958; Engelund and Hansen, 1967; Gee, 1975; Engelund
and Fredsoe, 1982; van Rijn, 1984; Wiberg and Nelson,
1992; Li, 1994; Nelson et al., 2011; Paarlberg et al.,
2010]. Differences in friction between ﬂood rising and fall-
ing limbs can in turn produce nonuniqueness in stage-dis-
charge relationships [Simons and Richardson, 1962;
Jordan, 1965; Gee, 1975; Shimizu et al., 2009; Paarlberg
et al., 2010]. Large losses by form drag also reduce the
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skin friction available for sediment transport, producing
accompanying hysteresis in sediment ﬂux [Ten Brinke
et al., 1999; Wilbers and Ten Brinke, 2003; Paarlberg
et al., 2010]. In our experiments, persistence of relict to-
pography appears to have signiﬁcantly slowed the adjust-
ment of water surface slope following the decrease in water
discharge, until bed topography fully transitioned to equi-
librium. Our models, by predicting transient evolution of
bed-form geometry, could inform predictions of changing
ﬂow resistance and hydraulics.
[75] Our bed form adjustment models could also be
extended to a variety of other ﬂuvial processes where bed
form geometries are important : (1) accumulations of bed
form sediments in depositional environments produce
potentially useful records of past ﬂow events [e.g., Paola
and Borgman, 1991; Leclair, 2002; Burr et al., 2004;
Grotzinger et al., 2005; Jerolmack and Mohrig, 2005a;
Leclair and Blom, 2005; V. Ganti et al., Kinematic controls
on the geometrical structure of preserved cross-sets, sub-
mitted to Journal of Geophysical Research] ; however,
lagged response of bed form geometries to ﬂow changes
means that bed forms record not only ﬂows at the instant of
their formation but also a history of recent ﬂows prior to
their formation [Jones, 1977]. (2) Local variations in ﬂuid
pressure over bed forms induce the exchange of solutes and
ﬁne particles between surface and pore water with implica-
tions for stream ecology [e.g., Thibodeaux and Boyle,
1987; Elliott and Brooks, 1997a, 1997b], and rates of
exchange are strongly linked to discharge, bed form geo-
metries, and bed form celerities [Packman et al., 2000;
Packman and Brooks, 2001; Stonedahl et al., 2010]. In par-
ticular, recent ﬁeld observations highlight the importance
of deep solute ﬂow paths through persistent large relict bed
forms during and after the ﬂood-falling limb [Harvey et al.,
2012]. (3) Flow nonuniformity, arising from uneven under-
lying riverbed topography, such as channel bars, produces
strong spatial variation in superimposed bed form geome-
tries [Coleman, 1969; Rubin and McCulloch, 1980; Flem-
ming, 2000; Nittrouer et al., 2008]. Bed form adjustments
to unsteady ﬂows are directly analogous to these nonuni-
form dynamics, especially when bed forms adjust their
sizes as they migrate. We believe that our bed form growth
and decay models could be extended in the future to predict
the role of unsteady bed forms in formation of stratigraphy,
stream-subsurface exchange, and spatial bed form patterns.
9. Conclusions
[76] We have presented quantitative models, supported
by ﬂume observations, which predict the adjustment of ﬂu-
vial bed forms to abrupt changes in water discharge. Our
models are geometric in nature, dependent on a bed form
reconstitution time that is based on equilibrium bed form
heights, lengths, and celerities before and after discharge
changes. The models account for the distinctive processes
of bed form growth by merger and decay by secondary bed
form cannibalization of relict forms.
[77] Observations of bed form adjustment through exper-
imental ﬂood waves show that hysteresis between bed form
geometries and discharge depends on the time scale over
which discharge changes. Speciﬁcally, we hypothesize that
hysteresis occurs when durations of ﬂood rising and falling
limbs are shorter than predicted time scales for bed form
adjustment to abrupt ﬂow changes. Calculated bed form
adjustment times for our ﬂood wave experiments and for
natural ﬂood waves support this argument. While we are
not the ﬁrst to argue that hysteresis arises from lagged bed
form response, we have provided the ﬁrst quantitative met-
rics for determining when hysteresis should occur.
[78] We anticipate that our models of bed form growth
and decay could be extended to modeling bed form
response to more complex unsteady ﬂows. Prediction of
bed form dimensions in such unsteady ﬂows would prove
useful for a variety of applications including prediction of
ﬂow resistance, reconstruction of bed form stratigraphy,
quantiﬁcation of bed pressure ﬁelds for solute and ﬁne par-
ticle exchange in riverbeds, and improved understanding of
heterogeneous bed form topography in nonuniform ﬂows.
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